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PROJECT   DESCRIPTION 

This   report   follows   an   existing   research   project   I   have   been   developing.  

The   South   Asian   tradition   of   family   folklore   (reminiscences,   family   sagas,   myths   about   the   family’s 

connection   to   supernatural   or   divine   beings),   carry   the   aura   of   a   place   with   them,   illustrating   how 

people   draw   on   the   imaginative   to   sustain   themselves.   This   report   supports   research   for   the 

development   of   an   ethnographic   documentary   about   Indo-Trinidadian   oral   histories,   derived   from 

the   descendants   of   cane�eld   labourers.   The   emphasis   is   on   oral   histories/   family   folklore   contrasted 

against   sugarcane   farming   as   a   dwindling   agricultural   practice   in   the   country,   amidst   the   recent   rise 

of   the   oil   and   natural   gas   industries.  

 

BACKGROUND 

 

South   Asian   migration   in   19th   century 

A   large   proportion   of   South   Asian   migration   in   the   19th   century   was   a   mass   movement   of 

indentured   labourers   to   work   on   tea,   rubber   and   sugar   plantations   around   the   world   (Ceylon,   Fiji, 

Malaya,   British   Guiana,   Mauritius   and   Trinidad,   to   name   a   few).   More   than   four-�fths   of   the   sugar 

plantation   labourers   in   Fiji,   Guyana,   Mauritius   and   Trinidad   came   from   the   Indian   subcontinent. 
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Across   the   Caribbean,   these   communities   now   form   sizeable   minorities   in   Jamaica,   Martinique   and 

Guadeloupe,   and   majorities   in   Trinidad,   Guyana   and   Suriname.  

In   Trinidad,   after   the   abolition   of   slavery   (1834),   Indian   indentured   workers   were   imported   instead   of 

employing   former   slave   populations   on   sugar   plantations.   Almost   one   hundred   and   �fty   thousand 

names   are   registered   as   arriving   under   indenture   between   1845-1917.   One   hundred   and   �fty-four 

ships   made   three   hundred   and   nineteen   voyages   from   India   to   Trinidad.   Following   a   �ve   year 

indenture,   Indian   labourers   could   remain   in   Trinidad   and   receive   ten   acres   of   land   or   return   to   India. 

The   vast   majority   remained.   Removed   from   the   cultures   of   the   Indian   subcontinent,   the   Indian 

populace   gradually   absorbed   Caribbean   in�uences.   For   over   a   century,   Indo-Trinidadian   community 

life   revolved   around   the   sugarcane   �elds.  

 

FRAMING   THE   CONTEXT 

Around   the   turn   of   the   20th   century,   my   great-grandparents   received   a   land   grant   in   Barrackpore, 

Trinidad   after   their   indenture.    Tate   &   Lyle ,   the   British   sugar   re�nery   giving   incentives   to   cane   farmers, 

transported   the   cane   by   rail   to   the   factories.   Our   family’s   land   was   at   one   of   the   purchasing   points 

for   sugarcane,   called    ‘scales.’    There   was   a   scale   each   mile   for   7   miles.   They   lived   at   the    ‘number   3 

scale.’    Farmers   traveled   from   a   distance   to   have   their   cane   weighed,   sold,   then   bound   with   chains 

and   lifted   by   crane   onto   the   carriage.   A   load   of   cane   was   one   ton.   The   crane   was   a   pulley   system 

(described   as   a   horse   pulling   a   pole,   attached   to   wheels   with   teeth,   that   wound   the   chain   around   the 

bundles   and   lifted   them   onto   the   carriage).   My   cousin   says,   he   was   afraid   of   the   trains   he   grew   up 

next   to   as   a   child,   the   collection   of   �atbed   carriages,   piled   with   cane,   loudly   rattling   by.   Initially,   they 

were   without   sides,   requiring    Tate   &   Lyle    workers   to   walk   along   the   rail   line   collecting   the   loose   cane 

that   fell.   Our   family’s   house   doubled   as   a   shop   during   the   day   which,   due   to   its   proximity   to   the 

scales,   became   lucrative   for   its   sale   of   rum.   Three   generations   have   lived   on   this   land.   My   few 

remaining   aunts   and   uncles   (now   in   their   70s,   80s   and   90s)      describe   the   activity   around   the    ‘number 

3   scale,’    forming   the   backdrop   to   their   lives   and   the   community   that   enveloped   them. 

WHY   FAMILY   FOLKLORE? 

South   Asian   culture,   like   others,   have   a   tradition   of   family   stories,   often   carrying   the   aura   of   a 

place   with   them.   Reminiscences.   Oral   histories.   Myths   about   the   family’s   connection   to 

supernatural   or   divine   beings.   Tales   emerge   in   context,   are   told   to   a   certain   audience   at   a 

precise   moment,   usually   to   make   a   speci�c   point.   It   is   expected   a   tale   will   be   told   a   little 

di�erently   each   time.   Situating   stories   within   the   context   of   people’s   lives,   these   stories 
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illustrate   how   people   draw   on   the   imaginative   to   sustain   their   creative   spirits,   and   to   make 

sense   of   the   changes   happening   around   them.   While   genealogies   provide   maps   of 

relationships,   family   stories   infuse   these   connections   with   personal   meanings   (Narayan   3-6).  

According   to   South   Asian   folklorists,    ‘the   family   saga’    is   an   important   source   of   folklore   and 

relatively   easy   to   collect.   Each   generation   tends   to   produce   a   few   collectors   of   family   lore. 

These   stories   provide   the   family   with   esteem,   pass   down   messages   and   instructions,   o�er 

blueprints   of   ideas,   issue   warnings   and   prohibitions,   and   when   they   no   longer   serve,   they 

simply   disappear   (Narayan   3-6). 

CREOLE   VS.   ENGLISH 

Caribbean   creole   languages   are   sonic   tapestries,   evolving   over   centuries   with   South   Asian 

languages   permeating   these   structures   for   the   last   century   and   a   half   --   dialects   of   Indian 

Bhojpuri,   languages   such   as   Assamese,   Bengali,   Nepali,   Bihari,   Punjabi   and   others   (Mahabir 

13-14).  

To   discourage   slave   rebellions,   plantation   owners   mixed   ethnic   groups   and   restricted   the   use 

of   African   languages.   Slaves   kept   the   grammatical   core   of   their   native   African   language   and 

inserted   European   vocabularies   into   those   structures   --   Portuguese,   Dutch,   Spanish,   French 

and   English.   Creole   languages   evolved   over   several   centuries.   The   language   construction 

enables   a   certain   spontaneity   of   speech.   Even   amongst   those   who   now   prefer   to   use   the 

Queen’s   English    (the   white   collar   standard),   creole   is   still   used   for   emphasis,   elaboration   or   to 

convey   an   identity   or   attitude   (Sunshine   21-22).  

Capturing   oral   histories/   family   stories   will   simultaneously   provide   a   breadth   of   audio 

material   that   can   become   a   base   for   further   analysis   for   various   linguistic   anthropological 

areas   of   study.  

  

RESEARCH   +   FILM   PRODUCTION 

ETHNOGRAPHIC   FILM   PRODUCTION 

The   creation   process   follows   an   ethnographic/   documentary   �lm   production.   Material   will   be 

sourced   from   historical   documents/   photos,   archival   footage,   etc.,   in   addition   to   captured   audio   and 

video.   Much   of   the   oral   history   research   will   be   in   intimate   familial/   community   situations,   where   a 

video   camera   maybe   too   intrusive   to   use   all   the   time.   The   visual   focus   of   the   documentary   will   be 
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balanced   (with   text/   video   poetry)   or   used   as   sound   �les   directly   from   the   audio   that   was   captured. 

The   documentary   will   be   abstracted,   not   entirely   narrative   in   a   linear   storytelling   sense,   following   a 

similar   aesthetic   approach   to   my   previous   work.  

RESEARCH 

The   emphasis   of   this   project   will   be   on   reconstructing   my   family’s   history   in   rural   Trinidad,   through 

closing   a   small   gap   in   my   ancestry   (archival   research)   and   constructing   familial   oral   histories 

(ethnographic   research). 

1   /   ETHNOGRAPHIC   RESEARCH 

“If   including   re�exive   perspectives   in   scholarship   has   been   dismissed   as 

navel-gazing,   attention   to   one’s   own   family   stories   might   well   seem   like   a 

brandishing   of   umbilical   cords.   But   to   ignore   the   range   of   stories   that   we 

ourselves   carry,   as   family   members,   is   to   miss   a   precious   resource   in   a   situation 

where   we   already   have   privileged   insight.”   ~   Kirin   Narayan  

Oral   history   research   entails   several   short   periods   of   ethnographic   �eldwork   in   rural   areas, 

throughout   the   south   of   the   country   where   my   family   and   the   (predominantly   Hindu)   South 

Asian   communities   within   the   country   reside.   This   work   necessitates   immersion   in   these 

communities   to   compile   video,   audio   material   and   construct   texts   from   the   stories   conveyed. 

It   is   expected,   this   ethnographic   �eld   work   will   be   conducted   through   short   periods   (1-2 

mths)   over   several   summers.   Such   immersion   allows    ‘participant-observation’   --    a   not   so 

graceful   anthropological   term,   connoting   the   distance   and   intimacy   of   ethnographic 

�eldwork   (Lavender   &   Schultz   247).   Compiling   �eldnotes,   (in   addition   to   audio   +   video 

recordings),   will   allow   me   opportunities   to   think   through   interpretations,   and   compile   new 

questions   throughout   the   process.  

Contemporary   discussion   of   anthropological   �eldwork   suggest   a   shift   towards   ethnographic 

research    “at   home,”    citing   greater   ethical   and   political   accountability   to   the   communities 

being   studied.   Such   developments   help   to   create   a   so   called    ‘decolonized   anthropology’ 

(Lavenda   &   Schultz   247) .    This   research   project   similarly   follows   this   shift. 

2   /   ARCHIVAL   RESEARCH 

To   close   the   gap   in   my   family’s   ancestry   requires   sifting   through   entries   in    General   Registers    in 

the    Trinidad   &   Tobago   National   Archives ,   mostly   logged   under   �rst   names   to   �nd   assigned 

plantations,   date   of   arrival,   etc.,   then   correlating   the   info   to    Ship   Registers    and    Emigration 
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Passes    --   containing   more   accurate   information   about   individuals   and   their   place   of   origin. 

General   Registers    are   fraught   with   errors   (linguistic   and   otherwise)   stemming   from   the 

colonial   plantation   environment   and   need   to   be   correlated   to   earlier   sources   to   ensure 

accuracy. 

 

 

Archival   material   documenting   Indian   indentured   arrivals.   General   Register   from   1900.   

 

CAN   ANTHROPOLOGY   PROVIDE   INSIGHT? 

LINGUISTIC   ANTHROPOLOGY 

Linguistic   anthropologists,   are   attentive   to,   amongst   other   things,   a   broader   context   shaped   by 

unequal   social   relationships,   rooted   in   history.    ‘Ethnopragmatics,’    relies   on   ethnography   to   illuminate 

ways   in   which   speech   is   both   constituted   by   and   of   social   interactions.   Such   study   focuses   on   human 

interactions   where   the   rules   of   grammar,   cultural   values   and   physical   activity   intersect.   As   a   result, 

phonemes,   morphemes,   syntax   and   semantics   are   seen   as   part   of   a   resource   base   drawn   upon   in 

social   interactions   (Lavenda   &   Schultz   271-272).   As   such,   the   area   of   linguistics   that   have   emerged   as 

potential   layers   to   explore   in   this   project   are   ‘code-switching’   and   ‘diglossia.’ 

Alternating   between   languages   interchangeably   in   a   single   conversation   is   often   referred   to   as    ‘code 

switching. ’   Language   patterns   of   ‘ code-switching’    both   structure   and   are   structured   by   indigenous 
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cultural   practices.   Studies   exploring   aspects   of   identity   and   code-switching   show   how   close 

observation   can   yield   both   empirically   and   theoretically   rich   understanding   on   the   function   of 

language   variation   in   social   interaction;   leading   to   detailed   understanding   of   the   role   of   language   in 

the   construction   and   transmission   of   social   traditions   (Nilep   13-15). 

‘Diglossia’    characterizes   the   language   use   of   a   community   where   languages   are   functionally 

compartmentalized.   It   is   seen   as   a   form   of   bilingualism   where   the   languages   di�er   in   their   relative 

levels   of   social   status.   Each   of   the   two   languages   have   certain   spheres   of   social   interaction   and 

within   their   respective   spheres,   each   language   is   really   the   only   socially   acceptable   dialect. 

It   seems   unclear   whether   the   interaction   between   Trinidadian   creole   and   the   use   of   English   in 

Trinidad   is   in-fact   diglossic.   In   diglossic   settings,   the   selection   of   language   use   is   not   free,   but   socially 

imposed,   as   determined   by   community   norms.   In   contrast,   code-switching   is   understood   as 

individually   motivated,   where   a   speaker   chooses   when,   why   and   how   to   alternate   between 

languages.   It   is   hopeful   the   breadth   of   audio   material   captured   throughout   this   research   project   will 

form   a   base   through   which   ‘code-switching’   and   ‘diglossia’   in   the   Indo-Trinidadian   community   can   be 

explored.  

   

 

 

CULTURAL   ANTHROPOLOGY 

The   applied   �eld   of    economic   anthropology    is   part   of   the   sub�eld   of    cultural   anthropology .   It’s   focus   is 

on   how   goods   &   services   are   produced,   distributed   and   consumed   within   cultural   contexts   -- 

patterns   of   work,   division   of   labour,   systems   of   exchange,   and   control/   entitlement   to   property,   etc. 

Over   the   course   of   the   construction   of   material   culture   through   to   consumption,   people   relate   to 
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each   other   in   ways   that   convey   power,   values   and   meanings   (Ferraro   13-14).   Economic   anthropology 

can   be   a   useful   lens   through   which   to   approach   this   research   +   �lm   project,   given   the   changes   in 

industry   and   economy   that   have   underpinned   my   family’s   livelihood   in   rural   Trinidad   for   four 

generations.  

In   Trinidad,   post-indenture   land   grants   were   mostly   along   swampy   coastlines   and   seasonally   �ooded 

streams,   within   proximity   to   sugar   estate   lands,   but   of   limited   cane   production   potential.   Early 

farming   was   viewed   as   a   gamble   by   Indo-Trinidadian   communities.   Crop   diversi�cation   and   other 

forms   of   income   diversi�cation   were   necessary   to   hedge   bets   against   recurring   �oods.   There   was   a 

common   thread   to   most   turn-of-the-century   Indo-Trinidadian   households.   While   some   may   have 

had   more   canelands   than   others,   did   more   �shing   or   opened   small   village   shops,   every   Indian   male 

in   the   community   divided   their   time   among   several   economic   activities   --   one   of   which   was 

temporary   wages   on   sugar   estates.   Indo-Trinidadian   communities   �lled   labour   needs   during   harvest 

seasons   when   a   massive   labour   e�ort   was   required.   Cane�elds   needed   weeding.   Fertilizer   was 

spread   by   hand.   Cane   was   to   be   cut,   loaded   and   carted   to   grinding   mills.   Most   men   worked   at 

nearby   plantations,   hiring   themselves   out   as   members   of   labouring   gangs   headed   by   village   elders. 

A   typical   worker   left   home   at   daybreak   with   a   machete   and   a   small   container   of   boiled   rice,   walked 

2-3   miles,   where   they   joined   a   group   of   reapers   and   carters   (Richardson   242-247)   …  

…   fast   forward   one   hundred   years.  

At   present,   the   Indo-Trinidadian   community   hovers   around   40%   of   the   country’s   population. 

Sugarcane   as   a   mainstay   of   the   economy,   has   been   replaced   in   recent   decades   by   oil   and   natural 

gas.   Cane   farming   has   almost   disappeared   entirely   as   an   agricultural   practice   throughout   the 

country.   Our   family’s   land   remains   there,   seemingly   barren   --   now   unused.   The   family   house   was 

recently   donated   to   a   local   church.   The   fourth   generation   now   occupies   the   urban   �elds   of 

engineering,   �nance   and   business.   With   the   rise   of   oil   wealth,   higher   education   and   the   bene�ts   of 

globalization,   the   hardship   of   an   agricultural   livelihood   in   the   cane�eld   has   become   a   distant 

memory,   many   would   prefer   to   forget.  

Economic   anthropology   can   illuminate   the   transition   in   industry   from   cane   farming   to   oil   to   natural 

gas,   and   it’s   impact   on   the   lives   of   Indo-Trinidadians   over   the   course   of   the   last   century   and   a   half.  

 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

Archaeology   as   the   study   of   humans   by   excavating   and   analyzing   material   culture,   can   be   useful   in 

this   research   project   from   a    ‘historical   archaeological’    perspective.    Historical   archaeologists    reconstruct 
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the   cultures   of   those   who   used   writing,   by   also   analyzing   material   remains   which   supplement 

historical   documents   (Ferraro   8-9).   The   material   culture   surrounding   the   arrival   of   indentured 

labourers   from   South   Asia,   would   provide   further   insight   into   the   ancestral   experiences   of   arriving, 

settling   and   integrating   within   the   dynamics   of   the   post-slavery   plantation   system.  

Recently,   I   spent   several   days   �ipping   through   records   in   the    National   Archives   of   Trinidad   &   Tobago . 

Closing   a   gap   in   my   ancestry   means   sifting   through   10,000-15,000   entries   in    General   Registers    to   �nd 

assigned   plantations   and   dates   of   arrival.   Then   correlating   names   to    Ship   Registers    and    Emigration 

Passes ,   for   accuracy.   None   of   the   archives   have   been   digitized   to-date.   The   task   requires   sifting 

through   century   old   documents   and   logs   books   (always   wearing   latex   gloves),   as   many   of   the 

historical   documents   are   in   a   state   of   disrepair. 

Broader   applications   of   archaeology   in   this   research   project   perhaps   all   follow   on   from   the 

outcomes.    Cultural   resource   management    is   a   form   of   applied   archaeology   that   involves   identifying, 

evaluating   (sometimes   excavating)   sites   prior   to   the   construction   of   roads,   dams   or   buildings 

(Ferraro   8-9).   One   potential   outcome   of   this   research   project   will   be   the   identi�cation   of   sites   that 

should   be   deemed   historic   landmarks   and   the   subject   of   future   preservation   e�orts.  

 

PHYSICAL   ANTHROPOLOGY 

The   study   of   humans   from   a   biological   perspective   ( physical   anthropology )   is   not   relevant   to   this 

project. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The   scope   of   this   ethnographic   �lm/   research   project   is   three-fold: 

1. To   explore   historical   memory   and   family   folklore   as   a   coping   mechanism;   how   people   draw 

upon   the   imaginative   to   sustain   themselves   and   make   sense   of   the   changes   happening 

around   them.  

2. To   juxtapose   the   harshness   of   the   post-indenture   cane�eld   landscape   against   the   rise   of   oil 

and   natural   gas   wealth   in   the   country. 

3. To   document   the   intergenerational   history   of   my   family   in   Trinidad. 

The   focus   of   this   project   will   be   ethnographic   research   to   construct   oral   histories   and   archival 

research   to   close   a   gap   in   my   ancestry.   The   anthropological   sub�elds   of   archaeology,   linguistics   and 
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cultural   anthropology   will   be   bene�cial   lenses   through   which   to   approach   this   project,   particularly 

the   specializations   of    ethnopragmatics ,    economic   anthropology ,    historical   archaeology    and    cultural 

resource   management .   
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